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Minors of 3-Connected Matroids 
P. D. SEYMOUR* 
In [5] it was shown that if M is a 3-connected matroid with a minor isomorphic to U~, then 
every pair of elements of M are in a U~ minor. The proof was fairly complicated. Here we derive 
that theorem from a more general result. We show that to test whether U~ (or any other 3-connected 
matroid N) has the property described above, it is only necessary to test that it works for those 
matroids M with 5 (or more generally, IE(N)I + 1) elements. This is essentially a lemma which 
will be used in a subsequent paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall assume a familiarity with matroid t~leory in this paper (for an introduction, 
see Welsh [7]), but we begin with an explanation of some terminology and notation. 
E(M) is the set of elements of the matroid M. M == M' denotes that M and M' are 
isomorphic. U~ denotes the matroid with n elements of which every k element subset is 
a base. F7 is the Fano matroid (the linear independence matroid of the seven nonzero 
3-tuples over GF(2». AG(2, 3) and S8 are the 8-element matroids represented over GF(2) 
by the matrices of Figure 1. They are the only non-regular 3-connected binary matroids 
with eight elements. M* denotes the dual of M. If G is a graph, At( G) denotes its polygon 
matroid. If Xc;; E(M) we say M uses X. A matroid is simple if all circuits have cardinality 
;::3, that is, it has no loops or parallel elements. Two elements e, f are in series if {e,J} 
is a cocircuit. A partition (A, B) of E(M) is a k-separation of M if IAI, IBI;:: k and 
rM(A)+ rM(B) ~ r(M)+ k-l 
A matroid is k-connected if it has no k' -separation with k' < k. 'Connected' means 
'2-connected'. If X, Yc;; E(M) are disjoint, we define kM(X, Y) to be 
min(rM(A)+rM(B)-r(M): (A, B) is a partition of E(M), Xc;; A, Yc;; B) 
If Xc;; E(M), M\X denotes the matroid with element set E(M) - X and with the induced 
independence structure. (We often abbreviate M\{e} to M\e, etc.) M/ X denotes 
(M*\X)*. If N can be expressed as M\X/ Y for some X, Y, N is a minor of M, and 
it is a proper minor if X U Y =;t. 0. 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AG(2,3) 88 
FIGURE 1. 
Let fJi be a set of matroids, and let k> 0 be an integer. We wish to consider the following 
statements about fJi. 
(RI) Every ME fJi is (k+ I)-connected. 
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(R2) If ME :!F and M' == M then M' E :!F. 
(R3) If M is a (k+ 1)-connected matroid which has a minor in :!F, and Xc:; E(M) with 
IXI:s;; k, then M has a minor in :!F using X. 
(R3)' If M is a (k + 1) -connected matroid such that either M\ e E :!F or M / e E :!F for some 
element e, and Xc:; E(M) with IXI:s;; k, then M has a minor in :!F using X. 
If :!F satisfies (RI), (R2), (R3) we say that :!F is k-rounded. Clearly (R3) implies (R3)" 
and (R3)' is prima facie easier to test than (R3), because we need only test those matroids 
M which are I-element extensions of members of :!F. Our concern here is the converse 
implication. 
In [1], Bixby proved that {M: M== U~} is I-rounded. It was shown in [3] that if k= 1 
and :!F satisfies (R1) and (R2), then it is I-rounded if and only if it satisfies (R3)'. Bixby's 
theorem follows from this (it is only necessary to check its truth for 5-element matroids) 
and with the aid of this result several other familiar classes of matroids were shown to 
be I-rounded. Recently in [5], it was shown that {M: M == U~} is 2-rounded (and 
conjectured that it is 3-rounded). In this paper, we generalize this result in the same way 
that [3] generalizes Bixby's theorem. We show that (R1), (R2) and (R3)' imply (R3) when 
k=2. 
The proof is given in the next section. Section 3 contains an application of the theorem, 
proving that if e, f are elements of a binary non-regular 3-connected matroid then the 
matroid has a minor isomorphic to M(K4) using {e,!}, in which e, f corresponded to 
non-adjacent edges. This result will be used in a subsequent paper [2]. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We shall require the following lemmas. Their proofs are all easy and are left to the reader. 
(2.1) If Xc:; E(M), then r(X) + r(E(M) - X) < r(M) + IXI if and only if some subset of 
X is a circuit or cocircuit of M. 
(2.2) If Mis 3-connected and IE(M)I;;. 4 then M is simple. 
(2.3) If N is a minor of M and X, Y c:; E(N) are disjoint, then kN(X, y):s;; kM(X, Y). 
(2.4) If X, Y c:; E(M) are disjoint, and e E E(M) - (X U Y), then either 
kM\e(X, Y) = kM(X, Y) or kM/e(X, Y) = kM(X, Y). 
(Proofs of (2.3), (2.4) appear in [4].) 
(2.5) If e E E(M) and M\e is 3-connected but M is not, then e is a loop, coloop or parallel 
element of M. 
(2.6) If {e,.f. g} is a circuit and a cocircuit of M, then M\f / g = M\g / f 
(2.7) If M is connected and e E E(M) then one of M\e, M / e is connected. 
(This result is due to Tutte [6].) 
Our first result is the following. 
(2.8) If N is a connected minor of a connected matroid M, and e E E(M) - E(N), then 
one of M\ e, M / e is, connected and has N as a minor. 
PROOF. N is a minor of one of M\ e, M / e, and by the symmetry of (2.8) under duality 
we may assume that N is a minor of M\e. If M\e is connected the result follows. We 
assume then that M\e is not connected. By (2.3) all elements of N lie in the same 
component of M\e, A say. Put B=E(M)-(AU{e}). 
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Now B,t:. 0 and so 
since M is connected. However, 
since A is a component of M\e. Thus rM(Au{e}» rM(A), and so A does not span e 
in M. Hence e is a coloop of M\B, and so (M\B)\e = (M\B)j e. 
Now N is a minor of M\e, and so it is a minor of (M\e)\B = (M\B)j e. Thus N is 
a minor of M j e, which is connected by (2.7). The result follows. 
(2.9) If N is a connected minor of a connected matroid M, and e E E(M) - E(N), then 
M has a connected minor N' using e such that either N'\ e = N or N'I e = N. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on IE(M)I. There are two cases: 
(i) E (M) = E (N) u {e}. Then the result is true with N' = M. 
(ii) There existsf,t:.e withfEE(M)-E(N). By (2.8), one of M\f, Mlfis connected 
and has N as a minor, and so the result follows by induction. 
(2.10) If e, f are distinct elements of a connected matroid M, and M has a 3-connected 
minor N using {f}, then M has a minor N' using {e,f} such that one of the following is true: 
(i) N'~ N 
(ii) N' is 3-connected and N'\e == N 
(iii) N' is 3-connected and N'I e = N 
(iv) e, f are parallel in N' and N'\e = N 
(v) e, fare in series in N' and N'I e = N 
PROOF. If eE E(N) then (i) is true. We assume that ee E(N), so that, by (2.9), M 
has a connected minor Nil using {e} such that either N"\e = N or N"I e = N By duality 
we may assume that N"\e == N If Nil is 3-connected we set N' = Nil and (ii) is true. We 
assume then that Nil is not 3-connected. But it is connected, and N''\e is 3-connected, 
and so by (2.5) e is a parallel element of Nil. Let {e, g} be a circuit of Nil. If g = f we 
set N' = Nil and (iv) is true. If g,t:. f we set N' = N"\g and (i) is true. 
The heart of our proof is the following lemma. 
(2.11) If e, f are distinct elements of a matroid M, and N is a 3-connected minor of M, 
and E (N) contains exactly one of e, f and 
kM({e,f}, E(N) -{e,f}) = 2 
then M has a 3 -connected minor M' using {e, f} such that one of the following is true: 
(i) M'~N 
(ii) M'\e ~ N or M'\f~ N 
(iii) M'I e ~ N or M'lf~ N 
(iv) for some element g,t:. e,f, {e,f, g} is a circuit of M' and M'\el g ~ M'\fl g ~ N 
(v) for some element g,t:. e, f, {e, f, g} is a cocircuit of M' and M'\gl e ~ M'\glf~ N 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on IE(M)I, and assume that the result is true for 
all pairs M, N with IE(M)I smaller. 
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By (*), IE(N)-{e,}}1~2, and so IE(N)I~3. Suppose that IE(N)I =3. Then N== U~ 
or U~ since N is 3-connected, and from the symmetry of (2.11) under duality we may 
assume that N == U~. But by (*), {e,}} is not a circuit of M, and yet there is a circuit Co 
say of M containing e, f since M is connected. Then Co,c {e,}}, and so there exists d E Co 
with d,c e,f We set 
M' = M\(E(M) - Co)/(Co-{d, e,}}). 
Then M'== N, and M' uses {e,}}, and so (2.11) (i) is true. We may therefore assume that 
IE(N)I~4. 
From the symmetry of (2.11) under dl,lality, we may assume from (2.10) that M has a 
minor No using {e,}} such that either No == N, or No is 3-connected and No \ e = N, or e, 
f are parallel in No and No\e=N. The first alternative implies that (2.11) (i) is true, 
and the second yields (2.11) (ii). We assume therefore that e, f are parallel in No and 
No \ e = N. PUt No \f = N'. Then N' == N. Choose P, Q ~ E (M), disjoint, such that No = 
M\PIQ· 
By (*), {e,}} is not a circuit of M. Thus there is a circuit C of M with C n Q ,c 0, 
C - Q = {e,}}. Choose g E C n Q. 
If kM/g({e,}}, E(N)-{}})=2 then the result follows by induction applied to Mig. 
Thus we assume that this is false, so that 
kM\g({e,}}, E(N) -{}}) = 2 
by (2.4). If N is a minor of M\g then the result follows by induction applied to M\g. 
If N' is a minor of M\g the result follows by induction applied to M\g and N', using 
the fact that N' == N. Thus we may assume 
(1) Neither N nor N' is a minor of M\g. 
(2) If (A, B) is a 2-separation of No with e E A, then A = {e,}}. 
For (A - {e}, B) is not a 2-separation of N, since N is 3-connected, and so IAI = 2. If 
fE B, then IBI =2 (because (A, B-{}}) is not a 2-separation of N') and so IE(No)1 =4, 
contrary to our assumption that IE (N) I ~ 4. Thus f E A and A = {e,}}. 
PUt Mo=M\PI(Q-{g}). Then Molg=No. 
(3) {e,/, g} is a circuit of Mo. 
For {e,}} is a circuit of No, and so either {e,}} or {e,/, g} is a circuit of Mo. Suppose 
that {e,}} is. Then there is a circuit C' of M such that e, f E C' ~ Q u {e,}}, and g t. C'. 
By the circuit exchange axiom, there is a circuit C" of M with C" ~ C u C' and with 
g E C", e t. C". We deduce that either {g} or {/, g} is a circuit of Mo. The first is impossible 
by (1), and the second is impossible because {j} is not a loop of No. Thus {e,}} is not a 
circuit of Mo, and so {e, /, g} is, as claimed. 
( 4) Mo is 3 -connected. 
For it is certainly connected because of (3). Suppose that (A, B) is a 2-separation of 
Mo with e E A. If (A - {g}, B - {g}) is not a 2-separation of No, then one of A, B is {g, h} 
for some element h of Mo. Thus by (2.1) some subset of {g, h} is a circuit or cocircuit of 
Mo. But Mo is connected (since No is connected and {e,/, g} is a circuit of Mo) and so 
has no loops or coloops. Moreover Mol g = No is connected, and so g is not a parallel 
element of Mo. Thus {g, h} is a cocircuit of Mo. But {e,/, g} is a circuit of Mo, and so 
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h = e or h = f If h = e then 
Mo\gle= Mo\elg= N 
and if h = f then 
Mo\glf= Mo\flg= N' 
in either case contrary to (1). We deduce that (A-{g}, B-{g}) is a 2-separation of No. 
By (2), A - {g} = {e,f}, and so A = {e,f} or {e,f, g}. By (2.1), the formerimplies that {e,!} 
is a cocircuit of Mo (since {e, f, g} is a circuit) which implies that {e,!} is both a circuit 
and a cocircuit of No = Mol g, a contradiction (since Mo is connected). Thus A = {e,f, g}. 
Now (A - {g}, B) is not a I-separation of the connected matroid Mol g, and so 
rMo(A) -1 + rMo(B u {g}) -1 > r(Mo)-1. 
However, (A, B) is a 2-separation of Mo, and so 
rMo(A) + rM,,(B) ~ r(Mo) + 1 
Thus rMo(Bu{g}» rMo(B), and so there is a co circuit D of Mo with gE D<;; {e,f, g}=A. 
But D ¥ {g}, {e, g}, {f, g} because of (1), and D ¥ {e,f, g} again because of (1) and (2.6). 
Thus (4) is true. 
It follows that (2.11) (iv) is true. This completes the proof. 
With (2.11) established, we are ready for the main proof. 
(2.12) Let f!F be a set of 3-connected matroids such that if ME f!F and M' == M then M' E f!F. 
Suppose that for every 3 -connected matroid M such that for some element e M\ e E f!F or 
M leE f!F, and every element f of M, M has a minor in f!F using {e,!}. Then f!F is 2-rounded. 
PROOF. Let M be a 3-connected matroid with a minor i~ f!F and let e, f be elements 
of M. We must show that M has a minor in f!F using {e,!}. \ 
We dispose first of all of some trivial cases. If IE(M)I = 1 then E(M) = {e} and e = f, 
and so either M E f!F or ug E f!F. If ug E f!F then M\ e E f!F and so M E f!F by hypothesis. 
Thus in either case ME f!F and the theorem is true. We assume then that IE(M)I ~ 2, and 
hence we may assume that e ¥ f Since M is connected, there is a circuit of Musing 
{e,!} and so if U~E f!F the theorem is true. We assume then that U~e f!F, and so f!F has 
no 2-element members. Let Mo be isomorphic to U~, with elements a, b. If ul E f!F then 
Mo \ a E f!F and so by hypothesis Mo has a minor in f!F using a, b; that is, Mo E f!F, a 
contradiction. Thus ul e f!F and similarly U~ e f!F. By a similar argument ug e f!F. Thus no 
member of f!F has ~2 elements. Suppose that some member has 3 elements. Then either 
U~ E f!F or U~ E f!F, and by duality we assume that U~ E f!F. Now M has a minor in f!F, and 
we may assume that Me f!F, and so IE(M)I ~ 4. Since M is connected there is a circuit 
Co of M with {e,!} <;; Co, and ICol ~ 3 by (2.2). Choose dE Co with d ¥ e,f; then 
M\(E(M) - Co)/( Co-{d, e,!}) 
is isomorphic to U~ and so is in f!F, and it uses {e,!}, as required. We may therefore 
assume that every member of f!F has at least 4 elements. 
(1) M has a minor in f!F using {!}. 
For let Nl be a minor of M in f!F. We assume that fe E(N1). By (2.9), M has a 
connected minor N2 such that either N 2\f= Nl or N21 f= N 1• By the symmetry of (2.12) 
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and (1) under duality, we may assume that N 2\J= N\. Now N\ is 3-connected and N2 
is connected. If N2 is not 3-connected then by (2.5) J is a parallel element of N 2. Let 
{!,g} be a circuit of N 2. Then N2\g=='N2\J=N\ and so N 2\gEff and (1) is true. We 
assume that N2 is 3-connected. Let g be some element of N2 different fromf. By hypothesis, 
N2 has a minor in ff using {!, g}, and hence again (1) is true. 
Choose a minor N of M with IE (N)I minimum such that NEff and {e,!} n E (N) ¢ 0. 
This is possible by (1). We may assume that E(N) does not contain both e and!, for 
otherwise the theorem is true. By (2.11), M has a 3-connected minor M' using {e,!} such 
that one of the following is true: 
(i) M'==. N 
(ii) M'\e==.N or M'\J==.N 
(iii) M'le==.N or M'IJ==.N 
(iv) for some element g¢ e,!,{e,!,g} is a circuit of M' and M'\elg==.M'\flg==.N. 
(v) for some element g ¢ e,!, {e,!, g} is a cocircuit of M' and M'\g Ie==. M'\g I J ==. N 
If (i) holds the theorem is true. If (ii) or (iii) holds, then by hypothesis M' has a minor 
in ff using {e,!} and the theorem is true. Thus we may assume that either (iv) or (v) is 
true. By the symmetry of (2.12) under duality, we may assume that (v) is true. 
Suppose that M'I e is 3-connected. Then by hypothesis it has a minor N' Effusing 
{!, g}. By choice of N, we have IE(N')I ~ IE(N)I. If IE(N')I > IE(N)I then IE(N')I = 
IE(M'I e)1 and so N' = M'I e. Thus M'I e E ff and so by hypothesis M' has a minor in ff 
using {e,!} and the theorem is true. We therefore assume that IE(N')I = IE(N)I. 
By (2.11), M' has a 3-connected minor M" using {e,!} such that one of the following 
is true: 
(i) M"==. N' 
(ii) M"\e ==. N' or M"\J==. N' 
(iii) M"le==.N' or M"IJ==.N' 
(iv) for some element h ¢ e,!, {e,!, h} is a circuit of M" and M"\el h ==. M"\JI h ==. N' 
(v) for some element h ¢ e,!, {e,!, h} is a co circuit of Mil and M"\hl e ==. M"\hIJ==. N'. 
As before, if (i), (ii), or (iii) holds then the theorem is true. We assume then that (iv) or 
(v) holds. Then IE(M")I=IE(N')1+2=IE(M')1 and so M"=M'. If {e,!,h} is a circuit 
of M', then!, h are parallel in M'I e, which is impossible by (2.2) since M'I e is 3-connected. 
We deduce that alternative (v) holds. Then {e,!, h} is a cocircuit of M' and M'\hl e ==. 
M'\hIJ==. N'. But {e,!, g} is a co circuit of M', and so (by the circuit exchange axiom) 
one of {!, g, h}, {g, h} is a co circuit of M', and hence of M'I e. Thus one of {!, h}, {h} is 
a cocircuit of M'\gl e ==. N, which is impossible by (2.2). 
We deduce that M'I e is not 3-connected. But M'\gl e is 3-connected, and M'I e is 
connected (because M' is 3-connected). Thus by (2.5), g is a parallel element of M'I e. 
Let {g, h} be a circuit of M'I e. Certainly h ¢ e, and if h =!, then {e,!, g} contains a circuit 
and a co circuit of M ', which is impossible since M' is 3-connected. Thus h ¢ f. 
Now M'\hl e = M'I e\h ==. M'I e\g = M'\gl e == N Thus M'\hl e E ff. If M'\h is 3-
connected then by hypothesis it has a minor in ff using {e,!} and the theorem is true. 
We assume than that it is not 3-connected. But M'\hl e is 3-connected, and M'\h is 
connected (because M' is 3-connected), and so by (2.5) (applied to the dual), e is a series 
element of M'\h. Let i be an element of M'\h such that {e, i} is a co circuit of M'\h. Then 
(M,\h)1 i == (M'\h)1 e E ff 
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and so if i,t. / the theorem is true. We suppose therefore that i =!, so that {e,}} is a 
co circuit of M'\h. Then {e,}} or {e,!, h} is a cocircuit of M'. But {e,!, g} is a cocircuit 
of M', and so {e,}} is not, and {e,!, h} is, and by the circuit exchange axiom one of 
{g, h}, {!, g, h} is. Hence one of {h}, {!, h} is a cocircuit of M'\g, and so M'\g/ e is not 
3-connected, a contradiction. This shows that i,t. !, and completes the proof. 
3. ApPLICATIONS 
The main result of [5] is a consequence of case (i) of the following. 
(3.1) The/ollowing sets are 2-rounded: 
(i) {M: M== U~} 
(ii) {M: M== U~ or M(K4)} 
(iii) {M: M == U~, F7, Fr, or Sg}. 
PROOF. By our theorem, it is only necessary to verify that (R3)' holds. 
Case (i). Suppose then that M is 3-connected and for some element e, M\e == U~ or 
M / e == U~. Let / be another element of M. We must show that M has a U~ minor using 
{e,}}. Since U~ is isomorphic to its dual, we may assume, by duality, that M\ e == U~. 
Now M is 3-connected, and so e is spanned by E(M)-{e}, and so M has rank 2; but 
e is not a parallel element of M. Thus M == U;, and the result is true. 
Case (ii). As before we assume that M is 3-connected and M\e == U~ or M(K4). If 
M is non-binary then by a theorem of Tutte [6] M has a U~ minor and so by case (i) 
every pair of elements is in a U~ minor. We may therefore assume that M is binary, and 
so M\e == M (K4). Since M is 3-connected we must have M == F7 , and the result is true. 
Case (iii). As before we may assume that M is a binary 3-connected matroid and M\e 
is one of F7, Fr, Sg. If M\e == F7 then M has rank 3 (because it is 3-connected), and yet 
has 8 elements and is simple, which is impossible. If M\e == Fr, there are two possibilities 
for M: (i) M == Sg, when the result is true, (ii) M ==AG(2, 3), when any two elements of 
M are in a Fr (and a F7) minor and the result is true. There remains the case M\ e == Sg. 
Let the elements of M be e, Xh ... , Xg where {Xl' X2, X3}' {Xl, X4, Xs}, {Xl' X6, X7}' 
{X2, X4, X6, Xg} are circuits of M. Now M\Xl has no parallel elements and it is connected. 
(M\xl)\e == Fr which is 3-connected, and so by (2.6), M\Xl is 3-connected. It has a Fr 
minor, and so as above any pair of its elements are in a F7, Fr or Sg minor. If / is one 
of its elements the result is true. We may therefore assume that/ = Xl. Now (M / xg)\e == F7 • 
If M / Xg is 3-connected the result follows. We may therefore assume that it is not 
3-connected. But it is connected, and (M/xg)\e is 3-connected, and so by (2.5), e is a 
parallel element of M / Xg. Thus there is a 3-element circuit of M containing e and Xg; 
{e, Xg, g} say. If g = Xl then M\X3/ X2 == F7 and uses {e,}}. If g E {X2, ... , x7} then M\g/ Xg == 
F7 and uses {e,}}. Thus in either case the result is true. 
Let us mention the following corollary of (3.1), which will be used in a subsequent 
paper [2]. 
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(3.2) Let e, f be distinct elements of a non-regular binary 3-connected matroid M. Then 
M has a minor N == .Al (K4) using {e, 11, such that e, f correspond in N to non-adjacent 
edges of .Al(K4)' 
PROOF. By a theorem of Tutte [6], M has a minor isomorphic to F7 or Ff. By (3.1) 
(iv), M has a minor N' using {e,11 isomorphic to one of U~, F7 , Fr, S8' Now U~ is 
impossible, since M is binary, and N' == F7 , Fr or S8' But for every pair of elements of 
each of F7 , Fr, S8 there is an M(K4) minor using them in the required way. The result 
follows. 
(3.2) contrasts non-regular with graphic or cographic matroids; because if M is graphic 
or cographic, and e, f are elements corresponding to edges of the graph with a common 
vertex, then there is no M (K4 ) minor using them in the required way, as is easily seen: 
In [2] we study this further. 
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